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To all thom, it may concern: 
Be it known that i, EDWARD J. BIRISETT, 

a citizen of the United States, and resident 
if Racine, county of Racine, State of Wis 
consin, have invented certain new and use ful improvements in Punching-Machines, of 
which the foilowing is a specification. 
The present invention relates to punching 

machines generally, and more particularly 
to machines for punching and trimining 
plates of metal, or like material. 4. 
One object of the invention is to provide 

a machine which will take in sheets of 
greater dimensions than machines of the prior art, while maintaining the weight of 
the machine at a minimum. 
Another object is to provide a machine 

which may be used as a single large punch 
ing unit, or as a plurality of smaller punch 
ing units, thereby increasing its availability 
for service, and hence its efficiency. 

Another object is to provide a novel 
counterbalance for the table of the machine. 
Other objects look to the provision of 

simple and efficient construction and ar 
tangement and adjustment of parts, to 
gether with ease of operation and repair. 

in carrying out my invention, prefer 
ally arrange the fixed head of the machine 
upon the upper portion of the frame which 
is relatively light; mount the novable table, 
which coöperates with the head, upon the 
lower frame inemiers, which are relatively 
heavy; and locate the actuating mechanisin 
for the taile within the inclos are formed by 
the lower frame members. also preferably 
divide the ihead and table into two sections 
and arrange for independent adjustment of 
the head sections and independent, or united. 
actuation of the table sections. Coöperat 
ing cylinders and pistons below the table 
sections, supplied from a source of com 
pressed aii', constitute the counterbalance 
for the table. 
These several objects and features of in 

vention will be hole fully understood upon 
reference to the following detailed descrip 
tion taken in connection with the accompa 
lying drawing, which illustrates the pre 
ferred form of my invention, and the scope 
{}f the invention will be particularly pointed 
out in the appended claims. 

in said diawings, Figure 1 is a side ele 
Yation of a punching machine constructed 
in accordance with my invention; Fig, 2 

Specification of Tetters Patent. iPaterated Rar. 8, 1913. 
Serial No. 642,524. 

is a plan view of the same with a portion 
of the head structure broken away; Fig. 3 
is a central longitudinal section of the same, 
parts, however, being shown in full, inde 
pendently of the section; iig. 4 is a hori 
Zontal Section of the same, taken on a plane 
indicated by the line 4-4 of Fig. 3; Fig. 5 
is an end elevation of the same with a por 
tion shown in transverse vertical section 
upon a plane indicated by the line 5–5 of 
Fig. 4; Fig. 6 is an elevation of a portion 
of the clutch mechanism employed in cou 
pling the parts together to enable the ma 
chine to operate as a single punching unit, 
parts being shown in section taken upon a 
plane indicated by the line 6-6 of Fig. 7; 
Fig. 7 is a vertical section of said clutch 
linechanish, the section being taken on a 
plane indicated by the line 7, 7 of Fig. 6; 
and Fig. 8 is a transverse horizontal section 
Gf one of the adjustable guides and asso 
ciated parts by which the movements of the 
table are controlled, the section being taken 
on a plane indicated by the line 8-8 of Fig. 5. 
Throughout these views, like characters 

refer to like parts. 
Referring to the drawing in detail, 20 and 

21 designate the side frame members, and 
22 and 23 the end frame members, which 
are bolted together at their ends by bolts 
24, so as to provide a rectangular inclosure 
in which the greater portion of the operat 
ing mechanism of the machine is located. 
Standards 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32 
extend upward from the side frame mem 
bel's 20 and 21 and are connected in pairs 
at their upper ends by bars 33, 34, 35 and 
86. These standards constitute the sup 
porting means for the head of the machine. 
which is divided into two sections 37 and 
3S, while the lower frame members 20, 21, 
22 and 23 constitute the supporting means 
for the coöperating table, which is simi 
larly divided into sections 39, 40. Each 
standard preferably consists of a rod thread 
ed at its upper end and Feduced in diameter 
at its lower end. As illustrated particu 
airly in Fig. 5, the reduced portion of the 
rod passes through an opening in a flanged 
portion of the associated side member and 
is held in place by a nut, as 41 in the case 
of rod 32, screwed upon its lower end. 
The sections 37 and 38 of the head are 

similarly supported, each upon four of the 
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standards-section 37 upon standards 25, 26, 
29 and 30; and section 38 upon standards 
27, 28. 31 and 32, Each head section con 
sists of a casting having a working face on 
its under side provided with T-shaped 
gi'ooves 42 and having apertured sleeve poi'- 
tions 43 through which the standards ex 
teld. Castings 4:3", also a pertured for the 
passage of the standards, a 'e suitably Se 
cured to the top of the adjacent portions 
of the head sections and are provided 
with overhanging housings 44, which pro 
tect pinions 45, having threaded engage 
ment with the threads upon the standards: 
and journaled between the castings 438 and 
the sleeve portions 43. By the rotation of 
the pinions 45, the head sections are a diisi 
ed vertically toward and from the coire 
sponding sections of the table. The thread 
ed engagement between the pinions 45 and 
the standards is provided by threading a 
bushing 45 to fit the threads upon the rod 
and Securing said bishing within the bore 
of the pinion, as by Seresy's 45°, in order 
that the pinions 45, associated with the 
standards of each Section, may be moved 
unificinally and in unison, they are arranged 
to mesi with a large gear-wheel 46, jour 
inaled upon a stilid shaft 47 extending up 
ward from the center of each Section. Ob 
viously, the rotation of this gear-wheel will 
transmit the saile motion to each of the 
pinions 45 and all parts of the particula: 
section of the head will be simultaneously 
and unifornly adjusted. 
Any desired means may be employed for 

rotating the gear-wheel 6. preferably, 
however, employ a worn 48, meshing with 
the teeth of the gear-wheel 46 and journaled 
in a suitable bearing 49 upon the top of the 
adjacent portion of the section of the head. 
This y Olin) may be actuated in any suitable 
way, as by means of the hand-wheel 50 upon 
the end of the red 51. As before explained, 
each section of the head is provided with 
the same adjusting mechanism, but, for con 
venience and to provide a similar relation of 
the parts when the machine is operated as 
two independent pinching units, the hand 
wheels 50 of the two sections are arranged 
On opposite sides of the machine. in this 
Way, the operator at either and of the ma 
chine will alway's find the hand-wheel 50 
at his right. The Sections 39 and 40 of the 
table are also similarly mounted and the 
means for guiding and reciprocating each 
are the same. As illustrated by the dotted 
lines in Fig. 2, each table section is pro 
vided with four guide-ways and coöperat 
ing guides. One of these is illustrated in 
detail in Figs. 5 and 8. 
The guide-ways are designated 52 and 

each extends downward from the under side 
of the table section at a point near its cor 
ner. As here illustrated, this guide-way 

1,056, 396 

constitutes a W-shaped trough into which a 
coöperating f-shaped guide 53 fits. This 
guide is Secured to the adjacent side frame 
by means of sclew's 54 and 55, which extend 
thi'Oigin openings in the side frames into 
threaded engagement with the guide. in 
()'del to adjust the guide toward and from 
the guide-way, a wedge 56 is positioned be 
tween the guide 53 and the adjacent portion 
Of the side frame. The engaging portions 
of the guide and wedge ale similarly and 
oppositely inclined. The adjusting move 
inent of the wedge 56 is brought about by 
: Screw 57 having threaded engagement with 
the lower portion of the wedge and resting 
upon the bealing 58, formed in the side 
fraine. The rotation of the scle Y 5 will 
bring about a novement of the wedge 56, 
which will force the guide 53 toward or 
from the guide-way 52, in accordance with 
the direction of movement of the screw. By 
this movement, the paits may be adjusted 
as desired. When the guide is finally posi 
tioned, the screw's 54 and 55 may be tight 
ened tip so as to more firmly hold the parts. 

Just as each Section of the table is guided 
by four coöperating pairs of guides and 
guide-ways, so each section is supported and 
reciprocated by four eccentric rods 59. 
These rods are of substantial construction 
because of the weight of the table and be 
cause they are used in transmitting power 
from the driving solice to the work upon 
the table. Each is secured at its upper end 
to the inder side of the table, preferably by 
a pin 60, extending through portions of the 
guide-way 52, which is made sufficiently 
heavy to provide Such a connection. At its 
lower end, each is sleeved upon an eccentric 
61, mounted upon a suitable diving shaft. 

i he shafts upon which these eccentrics are 
located are designated 62, 63, 64 and 65, 
shafts 62 and 63 being associated with sec 
tion 39 of the table, and shafts 64 and 35 
with section 40. These shafts are journaled 
at their ends in bearings 58 and 66 formed 
in the side frames 21 and 20, respectively : 
and the shafts 62 and 65 are extended 
slightly beyond these side frames so that 
the wheels 67 and 68 may be keyed thereto. 
These wheels are provided with peripheral 
openings for the insertion of a hand-bar, 
or similar device, to enable the different, ta 
bie sections to be moved by hand. Shafts 
62 and 63 have the gear-wheels 69 and 70 
keyed to them, and these in turn mesh with 
an intervening idle gear-wheel 71, mounted 
loosely upon a transverse fixed shaft 2, ex 
tending between the side frames 20 and 21. 
Similarly, shafts 64 and 65 have gear-wheels 
'73 and 74 keyed to them and these gear 
wheels mesh with an intervening gear-wheel 
75 mounted upon the transve'se fixed shaft 
76, also extending between the side mem 
bers 20 and 21. The gear-wheels 69, 70, 71, 
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73, 74 and 75 are all of the same size. Con 
sequently, all parts of either section of the 
table will be given the same vertical move 
ment upon the movement of either associ 
ated shaft. 
The entire machine is adapted to be 

driven from a pulley 7, keyed to a sleeve 
TS, loosely journaled upon the shaft 79, 
journaled in the bearings S0 of the side 
frames 20 and 21. A gear-wheel S1 is, in 
turn, keyed to the sleeve 7S. A countershaft 
S2 is located directly above the shaft 79 and 
is similarly journaled in bearings in the 
side frames. This shaft also extends be 
yond the side frame 20 and a gear-wheel 83 
is keyed to this extended portion of it. The 
pinion S1 and the gear-wheel 83 mesh with 
each other. About midway of the side 
frames 20 and 21, the countershaft, 82 has 
the pinion 84 keyed to it; and directly be 
neath it, is the gear-wheel 85, mounted 
loosely upon the shaft 79. The pinion S4 
and the gear-wheel S5 are also in mesh with 
each other. From this arrangement of pin 
ions and gears, it therefore follows that mo 
tion will be transmitted from the pulley 77 
to the gear-wheel S5 and that the latter will 
run at a much lower speed than the former. 
This proportion of speed, of course, may be 
varied, as desired. And because of this ar 
rangement, it also follows that the gear 
wheel S.5 will be constantly driven so long 
as the pulley 7 is connected to a suitable 
driving source. It is from this wheel S5 
that the shafts 62 and 63 on the one hand, 
and 64 and 65 on the other, are driven. In 
the former case, this result is brought about 
through a gear-wheel 86, mounted loosely 
upon the shaft 79 and meshing with wheel 
70; and in the latter case, through a geal 
wheel ST keyed to the shaft 79 and meshing 
with gear-wheel 73. By clutching the pin 
ion 86 to the constantly driven wheel 85, the 
section 39 of the table may be actuated; and 
by clutching the pinion ST to the same 
wheel, the section 40 of the table may be 
actuated. On the other hand, the table sec 
tions may be actuated together, as a single 
unit, by connecting the pinions 86 and ST to 
the shaft 79 so that they will operate in uni 
son: then, whichever gear-wheel S6 or ST is 
thrown into clutch with the wheel S5, both 
will be actuated and both sections of the ta 
be will be moved as a unit. 
The mechanism by which the pinion S6 

is clutched to the shaft 79, so as to bring 
about this uniform and simultaneous move 
ment of the table sections, is illustrated es 
pecially in Figs. 6 and 7. As explained, the 
gear-wheel S6 normally runs loose upon the 
shaft 79. It is maintained in its proper lat 
eral position by means of the colla' 88 se 
cured to the shaft 79 by a set screw S9. The 
side of the gear-wheel S6 adjacent to the 
clutch member 90 is provided with segmen 

3 

tal projections 91, which coöperate with the 
Segmental projections 92 upon the nember 
90 to lock the Wheel S6 to the member 90. 
The latter member is free to move longitu 
dinally upon the shaft. 79, but cannot rotate 
upon said shaft by reason of the feather 93 
seated in a groove in the shaft and coöper 
ating with a groove in the member 90. In 
consequence of this construction, the move 
ment of the clutch member 90 upon the 
shaft (9 Will cause the gear-wheel 86 to ro 
tate with the shaft 79, just as the gear-wheel 
ST does by reason of its keyed connection to 
it. The desired movement of the clutch 
member 90 may be brought about in any 
preferred way. As here illustrated, the ex 
terior of this member is provided with a 
groove 94 in which the shoes 95 of a yoke 
rest. This yoke is pivoted to a ring 96 se 
cured to one end of the bearing of the shaft 
82. The side members 97 of the yoke are 
ligidly held in position by an intervening 
spacing plate 9S and associated bolts 99. A 
link 100 is connected at one end to one of 
the bolts 99 and extends through a suitable 
opening in the side frame 21, where it ter 
minates in a handle. It will be apparent 
that when the link 100 is pushed in Ward, 
the gear-wheel 86 will be brought into mesh 
with the clutch member 90 and Will, from 
that time on, be in position to rotate with 
it and the shaft 9. When the link 100 is 
drawn outward, the gear-wheel 86 will be 
free to continue its rotation independently 
of the shaft. 79. The clutch member 90 may 
be held in either this engaging or ion-en 
gaging position by means of a pin passed 
through the holes 101 or 102 in the link 100 
and a coöperating hole in the adjacent rib of 
the side frame 21. When the link 100 is 
drawn outward, the pin will pass through 
the hole 101, as indicated by the sectioning 
of the pin in Fig. 7; and when the link 100 
is pushed inward, then the pin will be 
passed through the hole 102 in the link. In 
each of these instances, the pin will occupy 
the same hole, designated 103, in the i'ib of 
the side frame. 
The mechanism, by which the constantly 

driven wheel S5 is thrown into and out of 
clutch with the adjacent gear-wheels 86 and 
ST, may now be considered. These gear 
wheels are provided with projections 104 
and 105, which extend over the hub 106 of 
the wheel S5. The projection 104 has a ring 
107 keyed to its outer periphery, and pro 
jection 105 has a similar ring 108 similarly 
positioned. The inner faces of the rim of 
the wheel S6 are provided with ratchet teeth 
109 on either side of the central web. These 
teeth, therefore, lie in the planes of the 
rings 107 and 108, respectively. Each ring 
107 and 108 carries a spring-pressed dog. 
The dog carried by ring 107 is designated 
110, and that carried by ring 108 is desig 
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nated 11. As indicated in the case of ring 
108, the dog is pivoted directly to the ling 
and has its free end Spring-pressed by a 
Spiring 12, acting between a lug 113 on the 
ling and a tail 14. On the dog. When un 
restrained, the springs associated with the 
dogs force then into engageinent with the 
teeth 69 of the wheel 85; and the latter, 
rotating in the direction of the arrow, as 
shown in Fig. 3, t'aismits its motion 
through the dog to the ling 10. Or 108, as 
the case may be, and thence to the corre sponding gear-wheel 86 or 87, to cause the 
actuation of the associated table Section. 
Normally, these dogs are held out of eigag 
ing position by means of control in embe's 
115 and 36. linen}}ers ai'e narrow 
plates of irregular shape which extend edge 
wise between the gear-wheel 87 and the 
wheel 85 in the One instance, and between 
the gear-wheel 86 and the wheel 85 in the 
other. Each dog is provided with a roller 
117, which projects outward from the wheel 
S5 into the plaine of the associated control 
member. The pipei ends of the control 
members 115 and 116 are pivoted to castings 
ES and 11), respectively. The former of 
hese is supported by rods 120 and 121. The 
tier is supported by corresponding rods 

- These rods, together with 

These 

22 
lic 25, are stay-iods extend 
ing side frare members 20 

ion by boits, as illustrated 
Fig. S. The castings 

re provided with openings at 
which the rods 120 and 122. 
s, and are secred at their 

spectively, by yokes 126 and 127. Each of 
the control inherinbal's 15 and it 6 is plc vided 
with a tail 128, which ornally all its 

bel crank sto, i29, 
introl inenbers 

i? on tine dogs 10 and 
their so that they will not. 

drop into ongagement with the teeth of the 
rotating wheel 85, as soon as 
either bell crank ever 129 is actuated, the 
corresponding control member will be free 
to drop ide; the action of g!'; vity and 
thereb; allow the associated dog to fall into 
the path of nyeinent of the teeth of the 
wheel 8.5 and thereby clutch he correspond 
ing train of gearing to this constantly 
divor 'go. resilting retation (if the 

ing, howe 

Cry (), e. 

coi trol ine: be back 
ition. This is roight 

and 31 upon the 
to its in Final 
about by means of pins 13 
gear-vieels 3 
sidering the ease of the control heinber iii, 
it will I that if it is in its ti;); () 

J13, lipo I) S. 
tion of 
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instrainental in biring 

and 70, respectively. Con 
ii, :)-and-do Vin movement of both sections of 
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cent edge of the member 115 and move it 
about its pivot toward the shaft (9. When 
in this position, the bell crank lever step 
129 is free to engage the tail 128 and hold 
the member 115 in its normal position. The 
action of the pin 130 upon the member 115 
is stich as to bring its forward end into a 
position to engage the roller 11 before the 
ti’ain of gear's has stopped its movement. 
The oncoming roller 117 is engaged by the 
coöperating edge of the member 115 and 
gradlally draws the dog 111 out of engage 
inent with the teeth 109, thereby unclitching 
the associated gear-wheel 87. The bell crank 
stees, although lying in planes upon oppo 
site sides of the gear-wheel 8.5. are mounted 

On a coian)on frame which extends be 
{ \veen the fixed shafts 2 and 76. This 
frame is made up of the member's 132 and 
33, bolted together by bolts 134. Each is 

fornied with a rib 135. which carries an up 
wai'iliy projecting guide 136, which assists 
iin keeping the control members 115 and 116 
in proper position. The beli ci'ank level's 
129 aire connected by rods 137 to cranks 138 
Secured to transverse shafts 139, journaled 
in the side fraine members 20 and 21 adjacent 
to the end fraine members 22 and 23, respec 
tively. Cine shaft i39 extends slightly beyond 
the side frame member 20, while the other 
anilally extends slightly beyond the side 

fraine member 21. Each is provided at its 
attei' and with a foot-ever 40. The crank 
138 is adapted to engage the adjacent shaft, 
62, or 65, as the case may be, to limit is no 
tion in one direction. ... coiled compression 
Siriig, acting between it and the adjacent 
polition of the end { C frame, norinally holds 
the crank against the shaft and the foot 
lever in its elevated position. The bell crank 
stops 29 also have their return novelinents 
limited by conical pins 141 and 142 upon 
the members 132 and 133, respectively. 
When either foot-ever 140 is depressed, the 
associated bell crank stop is moved out of 
engagement to free the associated control 
Innenber. The result is the clutching of the 
corresponding train of gearing with the con 
stantly driven gear-wheel 85, followed by 
the i'etti's of the control member to its nor 
inal position aid the consequent inclutch 
ing of the train of gealing. The period 
when the t'air remains in clutch is sufficient 
to instre one complete rotation of the ecceil 
tric shafts 62 and 63, or 64 and 65, as the 
case inlay be, with a corresponding up-and 
down motion of the associated table section. 
f{ f :- (it course, if the clutch member 90 has 
been operated so as to couple both wheels S(3 
and 8 to the shaft. 79, then the operation of 
tier foot-lever will result in one complete 

in order to counterbalance the weight of 
the table sections, each section has a piston. 
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143 and cylinder 144 associated with it. 
The piston is secured to a piston-rod 145 
extending downward from the center of the 
table section, and the cylinder is mounted 
directly upon the intermediate fixed shaft 
T2 in the one case, and 76 in the other. A. 
suitable source of compressed air, or the 
equivalent, is arranged so as to Supply coln 
pressed air to these cylindel's beneath their 
pistons. In the present instance, a reser 
voir 146 is located on the top of the struc 
tule, resting directly upon the bal's 33, 34, 
35 and 36 and being properly secured to 
them. Pipe connections extend from this 
reservoir to the cylinders 144. Pipes 147, 
14S, 149, 150 and 151 extend from the center 
of this reservoir 146 to one of these cylin 
del's, and pipes 152, 153, 154, 155 and 156 
from the center of the reservoir to the other 
cylinder. The reservoir may be supplied 
from any suitable source, and an opening 
157 is shown for making a compressed air 
connection to the reservoir. By suitably 
regulating the pressure of the air, the weight 
of the table sections will be counterbalanced. 
The table sections 39 and 40 are provided 
With "-shaped grooves 15S similar to the 
grooves 42 in the head sections. These 
grooves are of the usual construction and 
are employed for holding the dies and 
punches, sheal's and other similar tools, in 
position for Working upon the material. 

iFrom the above description, it will be ap 
parent that the machine may be operated as 
a single punching unit by throwing the clutch 
member 90 into clutching position, in which 
event the Operator may use either foot-lever 
140, or it may be operated as two independ 
ent punching units. in the latter event, one 
operator stands at each end of the machine 
and each head and table section operates in 
dependently of the other. When thus used, 
each operator finds the foot-lever at his left 
and the adjusting hand-wheel 50 at his 
right. 

in carrying out my invention, it will be 
apparent that certain alterations and modi 
fications may be made without departing 
from its spirit. I, therefore, do not wish to 
be limited to the exact matter illustrated, but 
aim to cover all such alterations and modi 
fications by the terms of the appended 
claims. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent of the United States is:- 
1. A punching machine comprising con 

nected side frames, a head secured to the 
upper portion of said side frames and hav 
ing a Working face on its under side, a mov 
able table mounted between and guided upon 
said side frames beneath said head, and hav 
ing a coöperating Working face on its upper 
side, operating shafts journaled in said side 
frames below said table, connections between 
said shafts and said table for raising and 

5 

lowering said table to and from said head, a 
drive shaft journaled in said side frames 
below said head, gearing connecting said 
drive shaft and said operating shafts, oper 
ator controlled mechanism for connecting 
said gearing to said drive shaft and means 
for automatically throwing said gearing out 
of operation at the end of the lowering 
movement of said table, substantially as de 
scribed. 

2. A punching machine comprising lower 
connected side frames, corner standards 
fixed to and extending upwardly from said 
side frames, a rectangular head mounted at 
its corne's upon said standards, a movable 
table guided between said side frames be 
neath said head, mechanism mounted in said 
side frames beneath said table for raising 
and lowering the same to and from said 
head, and a common adjusting mechanism 
coöperating With each of Said standards for 
adjusting said head vertically thereon, sub 
stantially as described. 

3. A punching machine comprising lower 
frame members, a plurality of standards 
fixed to and extending upwardly from said 
members, a head mounted on said standards, 
adjusting devices connected to said head 
and engaging and coöperating with said 
standards, gealing carried by said head for 
simultaneously operating said adjusting de 
vices, a movable table mounted upon said 
lower frame members beneath said head and 
means for raising and lowering said table to 
and froln said head, substantially as de 
scribed. 

4. A punching inachine comprising lower 
frame members, a plurality of standards 
fixed to and extending upward from said 
member's, a head mounted upon said stand 
aids, a movable table mounted upon said 
lower frame members, means for moving 
said table toward and from said head, an 
adjusting device coöperating with each 
standard for moving the adjacent portion of 
the head relative to it, and common driving 
means for said several adjusting devices 
mounted on said head to insure a uniform 
adjustment of said head relative to said 
standards. 

5. A punching machine comprising lower 
frame members, a plurality of threaded rods 
fixed to and extending upward from said 
members, a head, pinion actuated nuts 
threaded upon Said rods and journaled in 
adjacent portions of said head, a movable 
table mounted upon said lower frame mem 
bers, means for moving said table toward 
and from said head, a gear-wheel mounted 
on said head and meshing with said several 
pinions, and a hand-wheel for operating 
said gear-wheel to adjust said head upon 
said rods. 

6. A punching machine comprising lower 
connected side frames, corner standards 
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fixed to and extending up \vardly f'on said 
side frailes, a reciangular head not lated at 
its coriel's on sail standai'ds, pillion actu 
ated nuts hi'eaded on said fixed standards 
and journaled in adjacent portions of Said 
head, a gear in oil inted upon the upper face 
of said head (i) a vertical axis Centrally lo 
cated with respect to said standards, said 
gear meshing with all of said pinions, a 
worm and hand wheel for adjusting said 
gear, a innovable table lounted between said 
lower frame meinbei's beneath said head and 
mechanism for raising and lowering said ta 
ble to and from said head, substantially as 
described. 

7. A pillaching a cline coil prising 'ela 
tively novable inei) bel's, one of Said inem 
bers being divided into sections, and power 
driven nechanism foi' operating said Sec 
tions togethe' as a unit and also separately 
and independently as a pillrality of units, 

S. ... pl.:) ching innachine collipiising a 
head, a relatively movable table divided 
into Sections, and power driven mechanism 
for operating Said sections together as a unit 
and also separately and independently 
plurality of units. 

9. A punching in achine comprising a 
frame, a head Secured to the upper portion 
of Said fl'aille and having a working face 
on its under side, a leiatively innovable table 
mounted in Said flaine beneath said head 
and divided into sections having working 
faces on their upper sides, and pover driven 
mechanish for reciprocating said sections 
together as a unit and also separately and 
independently as a plurality of units. 

0. punching machine comprising a 
frame, a head secured thereto, a relatively 
in Oyabie table mounted in Said frame and 
divided into Sections, a drive shaft, separate 
mechanisms for connecting said drive shaft 
to said table Sections, separate clutches for 
throwing said mechanisms into operation, 
and means for connecting Said mechanisms 
for operating said sections as a unit. 

11. A punching machine comprising a 
frame, a head secured thereto, a table mov 
able to and from Said head and comprising 
Separate Sections, Separate operating mecha 
hisms for said sections, a drive shaft, sepa 
'ate clutches for connecting said drive shaft 
to said Sections, means for automatically 
disengaging said clutches after a predeter 
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mined movement of Said sections and a 
clutch for connecting Said separate mecha 
nisms and coin pelling the operations of Said 
Sections as a tallit. 

12. A punching inachine comprising a 
frame, a head secured to the upper portion 
of said frame and having a Working face 
on its under side. a 'elatively movable table 
mounted in said traine beneath Said head 
and divided into sections having Working 
faces on their upper sides, a power driven 
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in enabe)', independent mechanisms for recip 
iccating said sections, and means for Sev 
terally hi'Gwing said mechanisins into and 
(; it of gear with said member aid for coll 
piing said mechanisms together and throw 
ing tile in into and out of gear with Said 
leiber. 

13. .'; pilinching in achine coln prising rela 
ively innovable head and table inenbei's, each 
divided into Sections, incans for recipi'ocat 
iiig tie sections of one meinber togethe' as a 
init aid als! Sepai’ately and independently 
as a plu'ality of inits, and means for Sep 
a'ately and independently adjusting the sec 
tions of the other member relative to the 
first. 

14. A punching machine comprising a 
rallie, a head secured to the upper portion 

of Said fi'aime and having a working face 
oil its Under side, a relatively movable table 
nic inted in said frame beneath said head 
and a vig a Working face oil its upper side, 
said head and table being divided into co 
opei'ating sections, illeans for 'eciprocating 
the able Sections together as a unit and also 
separately and independently as a plurality 
of units, and in eans for separately and in 
dependently adjusting the head sections rel 
ative to said table. 

15. A punching machine comprising a 
frame, a vertically movable table mounted 
{)n said frame, power operated anechanism 
for raising and lowering said table, a co 
9perating cylinder and piston acting be 
tween said frame and table, and a com 
pressed air Supply and connections for Sup 
plying aii’ to Said cylinder to counterbal 
ance said table. 

16. A punching machine comprising a 
fraille, a head mounted upon the upper bor 
tion of said frame and having a working 
face on its under side, a vertically movable 
co8perating table mounted on said frame be 
neath said head and having a working face 
On its upper side, power operated mecha 
nism for raising and lowering said table 
to and from Said head, downwardly ex 
tending pistons Secured to said table, co 
operating cylinders mounted upon said 
frame, a compressed air supply tank mount 
ed upon said frame, and supply connections 
from Said tank to said cylinders, whereby 
the air pressure counterbalances the Weight 
of the table. 

17. A punching machine comprising coin 
nected side frames, corner standards fixed 
to and extending upwardly from said side 
frames, a rectangular head mounted at its 
corner's upon said standards, adjusting 
mechanisin mounted on said head cooper 
ating with each of said standards for ver 
tically adjusting said head, a table vertically 
guided between said side frames below said 
head, a pair of operating shafts journaled 
in said side frames beneath Said table, op 
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erating rods connected to the under face of 
said table adjacent the corners thereof, 
cranks on said Operating shaft engaging 
the lower ends of said rods, a common drive 
shaft journaled in said side frames, gear 
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ing connecting said drive shaft and Said 
operating shafts, and an automatically dis 
engaged clutch for throwing said gearing 
into and out of operation. 

18. A punching machine comprising con 
nected side frames, standards fixed to said 
side frames and extending upwardly there 
from, a head comprising separate sections 
adjustably mounted on Said standards, a 
table comprising separate sections verti 
cally guided between said side frames, sepa 
rate operating mechanisms beneath and con 
nected to the sections of said table, a com 
mon drive shaft, independent clutch mecha 
nisms for connecting said common drive 
shaft to the separate operating mechanisms 
of said table sections and a clutch for con 
necting said separate mechanisms to compel 
the simultaneous operation thereof. 

19. A punching machine comprising a 
frame, relatively movable head and table 
members mounted on said frame, power 
driven mechanism for reciprocating one of 
said members, and means for adjusting the 
other of said members comprising a plu 
rality of screw threaded rods fixed to said 
frame, whereon said adjusting member is 
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mounted, pinion actuated nuts threaded on 
said rods and journaled in adjacent por 
tions of Said adjusted member and a com 
mon gear mechanism mounted on said ad 
justed member for rotating Said pinions. 

20. A punching machine comprising a 
frame, relatively movable head and table 
members mounted on said frame, one of said 
members being divided into sections, a com 
mon drive shaft, separate mechanisms for 
connecting said drive shaft to said sections, 
separate clutches for throwing said mech 
anisms into operation, and means for con 
necting said mechanisms for operating 
said Sections as a unit. 

21. A punching machine comprising a 
frame, relatively movable head and table 
sections mounted on said frame and both di 
vided into sections, mechanisms for sepa 
rately adjusting the sections of one of said 
members, separate operating mechanisms for 
the Sections of the other of Said members, a 
common drive shaft, independent clutch 
mechanisms for connecting said common 
drive shaft to said separate operating mech 
anisms, and a clutch for connecting Said 
separate mechanisms to compel the simul 
taneous operations of said sections as a unit. 

EWAiR) J. BitKETT. 
Witnesses: 

GEORGE. F. FISHER, 
{XATHARINE GERLACE. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D. C.’ 
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